Physician-Related Data Resources

Information for MESA county - CO

Select a state: Colorado

Select a County: CO - MESA

Select a county and click the "View County Info" button.

Found 67 specialties in MESA county.

ALL
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
ALLERGY
ANATOMIC PATHOLOGY
ANATOMIC/CLINICAL PATHOLOGY
ANESTHESIOLOGY
CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE
CHILD & ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRY
CHILD NEUROLOGY
DERMATOLOGIC SURGERY
DERMATOLOGY

Total: 

To get the number of physicians in any of the listed self-designated practice specialties, click on a specific specialty.

To get the total number of physicians in the county regardless of specialty, click ALL.

To query another state, select a new state from the drop down list.

The specialties reported are derived from the American Medical Association's list of Self-Designated Practice Specialties/Areas of Practice. This list is related to the record-keeping needs of the American Medical Association and does not imply "recognition" or "endorsement" of any field of medical practice by the Association. The fact that a physician chooses a given specialty/area of practice on our records does not necessarily mean that the physician has been trained or has special competence to practice that specialty.
Physician-Related Data Resources

Information for MONTROSE county - CO

Select a state: Colorado

Select a County: CO - MONTROSE

Select a county and click the "View County Info" button.

Found 29 specialties in MONTROSE county.

ALL
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
ALLERGY
ANATOMIC PATHOLOGY
ANATOMIC/CLINICAL PATHOLOGY
ANESTHESIOLOGY
CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE
CHILD & ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRY
CHILD NEUROLOGY
DERMATOLOGIC SURGERY
DERMATOLOGY
GERIATRIC MEDICINE
GENERAL PRACTICE

Total: [Enter]

To get the number of physicians in any of the listed self-designated practice specialties, click on a specific specialty.

To get the total number of physicians in the county regardless of specialty, click ALL.

To query another state, select a new state from the drop down list.

The specialties reported are derived from the American Medical Association's list of Self-Designated Practice Specialties/Areas of Practice. This list is related to the record-keeping needs of the American Medical Association and does not imply "recognition" or "endorsement" of any field of medical practice by the Association. The fact that a physician chooses a given specialty/area of practice on our records does not necessarily mean that the physician has been trained or has special competence to practice that specialty.
Physician-Related Data Resources

Information for SAN MIGUEL county - CO
Select a state: Colorado
Select a County: CO - SAN MIGUEL

Select a county and click the "View County Info" button.

Found 8 specialties in SAN MIGUEL county.

ALL
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
ALLERGY
ANATOMIC PATHOLOGY
ANESTHESIOLOGY
CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE
CHILD & ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRY
CIRRHOSIS
DERMATOLOGIC SURGERY
DERMATOLOGY
DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY
EMERGENCY MEDICINE
ENDOCRINOLOGY, DIABETES & METABOLISM
FAMILY MEDICINE
FIBROUS PATHOLOGY
GASTROENTEROLOGY
GENERAL PRACTICE

Total:

To get the number of physicians in any of the listed self-designated practice specialties, click on a specific specialty.

To get the total number of physicians in the county regardless of specialty, click ALL.

To query another state, select a new state from the drop down list.

The specialties reported are derived from the American Medical Association's list of Self-Designated Practice Specialties/Areas of Practice. This list is related to the record-keeping needs of the American Medical Association and does not imply "recognition" or "endorsement" of any field of medical practice by the Association. The fact that a physician chooses a given specialty/area of practice on our records does not necessarily mean that the physician has been trained or has special competence to practice that specialty.